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I. INTRODUCTION
Mathematical description of many physical systems when obtained using theoretical methods Here, in this paper author represent the considerations often results in high-order system. To be more precise, in the time domain or state space representation, the modeling procedure leads to a high-order state space model and a high-order transfer function model in frequency domain representation in the lower order in frequency domain.
Model order reduction techniques to reduce the higher order to lower order of the system, and this is very challenging area of the control system. The mathematical models of higher order dynamic systems can be introduce in state space form or in transfer function form which are also called frequency domain representations. In the state space representation a physical system is represented by set of first order differential equations. Similarly in the transfer function representation a physical system is represented as a rational function.
Many physical systems are translated into mathematical model through higher order differential equations. It is usually recommended to reduce the order of the model retaining the dominant behavior of the original system. This will help to make better understanding of the physical system, reduce computational complexity, reduce hardware complexity and simplifies the controller design. The proposed research works deals with the methods of approximating the transfer function of high order system by one of lower order system. Mixed methods of model order reduction are proposed in frequency domain to reduce the higher order system into various lower order models. In mixed methods , the reduced order model is obtained by one of the stability based reduction methods such as Factor Division method, Routh Approximation Method and Genetic Method. The method preserves steady state value and stability of original system in the reduced order models for stable systems. The response of reduced order model obtained is compared on the basis of unit step response and frequency response. Also some of these methods are extended for order reduction of multi input and multi output system and discrete time system.
A new generation controller has been designed on the basis of approximate model matching, based on Linear or non-linear approaches, using the many method available. In directly, in this paper introduces many method converter the higher order transfer function to lower order transfer function. Actually, Controller are design very high performance and it is complex, for the high order system and open loop system is not good for the any system so that always the closed loop response of original high order system and high order controller with unity feedback is reduced and compared with reference model. The performance comparison of various models has been carried out using MATLAB.
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II. METHODS USED

A. Routh Approximation Method
In this method, the alpha and beta tables are constructed in a way. For the-transfer function H (s) given in the form, the first two rows of the two tables are rearranged as indicated below:
:
If the transfer function is expressed as In general, B k (s) and A k (s) are given by
With B -1 (s)=O, B 0 (s)=O, A -1 (s)=l/s and A 0 (s)=l. Extension of Routh Approximation Method to multipleinput-multiple-output systems is straightforward as illustrated below for a system with two outputs and a single input.
B. Factor Division Method
In this factor division technique, the higher order polynomial equation can be reduce using this method. 
Here, polynomial higher order reduction is in objective of the K th order reduced in the model in the form (6) from the original system is (5).
This technique for solving consists of the following two steps:
Step-1: Determine of the denominator polynomial D k (s) for higher order polynomial system where k th is the reduced order of the system using technique cauer form. The given higher order system G n (s) Here, Original equation can reduce (high power of s n equation ) equation (5) and (6) . the coefficient of highest power can always made unity. 
Here the coefficients in equation (9) form the first two rows and remaining elements starting with third row are obtained from the recursive relations. 
It is to be noted that the end elements of all the odd rows can be written directly as
After reducing the order, is obtained from truncating equation (9) and after that transfer function find out h j and H j derived from equation (11) Step-2 here, determination of k th order form find in n th higher order. For find the nominator obtaining the factor division method. Also obtaining the denominator and numerator of the reduction model is derived as follows:
Where D k (s) is the order reduction demoninator For determining of numerator of reduce model:
By peing the product of N(s) and Dk(s) as the first row of factor division algorithm and Dk(s) as the second row up to sk-1 terms are needed in both rows.
( 
C. Genetic Algorithm Method
Let present higher level reduction method system of the transfer function matrix of order "n" having "p" inputs and "m" outputs be: where, − λ1 <− λ2 < ...... < − λr are poles of the higher order system.
Let, the transfer function matrix of low order system of order "r"and input "p"and output "m"
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III.CONCLUSIONS
The author proposed an order reduction method for linear SISO of the HOS. Determine of low order transfer function applying three different method Routh Appximation, Factor division method, Genetic algorithm. These are simple algorithm can apply on any stable equation. Here, two example are shown in the paper. Those are stable system and also implemented on a figure. in this figure, the author proposed step response of the transfer function and bode response of the transfer function. Here, All three method are solving and representing in transfer function.
